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Logline: Two families try to survive a hellish yachting 
weekend when they become the prey of a huge, myster ious 
creature which seems to be part of the sea itself.    
 
Synopsis: Somewhere on the East coast. KELVIN, 50, CAROL, 
45, and their adopted Chinese daughter, SHUI, 8, pr epare 
their yacht for a long weekend getaway. They've inv ited 
Kelvin's old Army buddy ANDREW, 60, and his wife PA M, 45. 
It's been a while since they have connected, but Ke lvin 
remembers him being a funny guy. At the beginning o f their 
journey, Shui finds a seashell with a marking of a dragon 
on it, and she says the dragon is angry, very angry . 
 
The first evening, something bumps the boat violent ly, but 
they assume it was just a migrating whale. Next mor ning, 
Carol finds Shui looking overboard; something’s in the 
water, she says. Just as Kelvin and Andrew return f rom 
scuba diving, the unseen creature rams the yacht ag ain. 
Andrew accidentally pulls the trigger on his spear gun and 
nearly takes Carol's head off. Kelvin lashes out at  him. 
 

Tensions rise between the two families. Andrew, who  feels 
humiliated, takes it out on Shui, making racist com ments. 
Kelvin and Andrew get into it, and Andrew punches K elvin, 
who forces his hosts to pack up, sending them back to shore 
on a Zodiac boat.  
 
Just after they depart, the sea creature attacks th em. Pam 
makes it back on board, but Andrew is pulled under and 
killed by the creature. All night, it continues to jar the 
boat, finally throwing Andrew's body back on deck. Pam 
starts to lose touch with reality, convinced Andrew  will 
bring back to life. 
 
Stranded in the middle of the ocean, with the boat’ s engine 
stalling and all communications broken down, the gr oup will 
fight for survival while facing something more dang erous 
and deadly than any known species. 
 
Pitch: "Forbidden Sea" is a horror/survival/creature scrip t 
–like a blend of "Creepshow 2's The Raft" and "The Mist"- 
wherein a family unit must survive a terrifying cre ature, a 
sinking ship, a woman who has lost touch with reali ty, and 
each other. It offers action-packed, suspenseful mo ments, 
and drama between the characters that makes the sto ry work. 
A low-budget, marketable thriller whose monster rea ches an 
optimum level of horror.   


